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Kids in the Kitchen

Bacon Grilled CheeseBacon Grilled Cheese
8 slices of bread
1 stick of butter
16 slices of bacon

1 tablespoon of bacon fat
4 slices of cheddar cheese
4 slices of pepper jack cheese

1. Pre-heat oven to 350F, lay bacon in even layer and cook until crispy. 
Save the bacon grease and place cooked bacon on paper towel.

2. Spread butter over the outside of each slice of bread.
3. Divide the cheese and bacon over 4 slices of bread and top with 4 

remaining slices of bread.
4. Preheat a skillet over medium heat, add 1 tsp of bacon fat for each 

sandwich.
5. Grill sandwich until golden, about 4-5 minutes. Flip and grill the other 

side until golden.

Pigs in a BlanketPigs in a Blanket 30 Minutes

8oz tube of crescent rolls
8 hot dogs
1 egg - lightly beaten

Serves 8

1 Tablespoon water
Sesame Seeds

1. Preheat oven to 375°.
2. Separate crescent dough into triangles.
3. Roll up hot dogs, starting at the wide end of the triangle.
4. Place on an ungreased baking sheet.
5. Brush combined egg and water over tops of rolls. Sprinkle sesame 

seeds over top and press gently into rolls.
6. Bake at 375 for 12-15 minutes or until golden brown.

Piggy BagelPiggy Bagel
1 Plain bagel
4oz Strawberry cream cheese

5 MinutesServes 1

1. Cut the bagel in half and spread the cream cheese on top. 
2. Cut the stem off of the strawberries and cut one in half for 

the ears and one for the nose. 
3. Place the blueberries for the eyes. 

2 Strawberries
2 Blueberries

20 MinutesServes 4

Nutrition
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PAPER PIG

Instructions:
1. Cut 4 strips of pink paper using the long 

length side and 4 strips of paper from the 
short width side. The strips should be as 
wide as your finger. 

2. Fold the paper in half. 
3. Take the long strips and apply glue in the 

middle of one strip and glue another one 
on top. 

4. Do the same with the short ones. (Image 1)
5. Now take the two ends of the same paper 

strip and loop them in a circle and glue 
them together. 

6. Repeat with all strips of paper until you get 
a paper ball. (Image 2)

7. Continue with the smaller strips to create 
the head.

8. Glue the small ball on top of the big ball. 
Let glue dry.

9. Cut out a snout and eyes and glue them 
onto your head. (Image 3)

10. Cut out arms, legs, ears, and a tail and 
attach with glue. (Image 4)

1. 2.

3. 4.

Items Needed:

Scissors

Glue

2 Pieces of pink 
construction paper

Black marker


